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HIV in men who have sex with men 1
Global epidemiology of HIV infection in men who have sex
with men
Chris Beyrer, Stefan D Baral, Frits van Griensven, Steven M Goodreau, Suwat Chariyalertsak, Andrea L Wirtz, Ron Brookmeyer

Epidemics of HIV in men who have sex with men (MSM) continue to expand in most countries. We sought to understand
the epidemiological drivers of the global epidemic in MSM and why it continues unabated. We did a comprehensive
review of available data for HIV prevalence, incidence, risk factors, and the molecular epidemiology of HIV in MSM
from 2007 to 2011, and modelled the dynamics of HIV transmission with an agent-based simulation. Our ﬁndings show
that the high probability of transmission per act through receptive anal intercourse has a central role in explaining the
disproportionate disease burden in MSM. HIV can be transmitted through large MSM networks at great speed. Molecular
epidemiological data show substantial clustering of HIV infections in MSM networks, and higher rates of dual-variant
and multiple-variant HIV infection in MSM than in heterosexual people in the same populations. Prevention strategies
that lower biological transmission and acquisition risks, such as approaches based on antiretrovirals, oﬀer promise for
controlling the expanding epidemic in MSM, but their potential eﬀectiveness is limited by structural factors that
contribute to low health-seeking behaviours in populations of MSM in many parts of the world.

Introduction
In 2012, men who have sex with men (MSM) are at
substantial risk for HIV infection in virtually every
context studied (panel 1).1,3,4 This risk has been present
since the syndrome now known as AIDS was ﬁrst
described in previously healthy homosexual men in
Los Angeles (CA, USA) in 1981.5–7 Despite decades of
research and community, medical, and public health
eﬀorts, high HIV prevalence and incidence burdens have
been reported in MSM throughout the world.8 In many
high-income settings—including Australia, France, the
UK, and the USA—overall HIV epidemic trends are in
decline except in MSM, where they have been expanding
in the era of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART)
in what have been described as re-emergent epidemics in
MSM.9,10 In the USA, HIV infections in MSM are
estimated to be increasing at roughly 8% per year since
2001.9 And in much of Africa, Asia, and Latin America,
the highest rates of HIV infection in any risk group are
in these men.8
However, our understanding of worldwide epidemiology is far from complete. By the end of 2011, 93 of
196 countries had not reported on HIV prevalence in
MSM in the previous 5 years.11 In several regions, notably
the Middle East, north Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa,
data for HIV infections in MSM are only emerging.12,13
Data gaps and challenges to HIV research, surveillance,
and epidemiological characterisation in MSM are largely
the result of the hidden and stigmatised nature of MSM
populations in much of the world, and of ongoing
criminalisation of homosexuality and other forms of
same-sex behaviour.11 These structural realities have
limited our understanding, and might also have crucial
roles in the vulnerability of MSM to HIV.14,15 We review
the global epidemiology and disease burden of
HIV infection in MSM; individual-level, couple, and
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network-level risks for HIV acquisition and transmission;
biological aspects of anorectal HIV transmission; and
molecular epidemiology advances, with the aim of
understanding why MSM continue to bear such
disproportionate burdens of HIV. We also developed and
report on stochastic agent-based simulation models of
HIV transmission to further clarify the drivers of HIV
spread in MSM.16 Finally, we discuss the public health
importance of our emerging understanding of the
epidemiology of HIV in MSM.

Disease burden of HIV in MSM
We did a comprehensive search for HIV burden and
risks in MSM from Jan 1, 2007, to June 30, 2011 (search
criteria in the appendix). We retrieved 2105 unique
citations, and we identiﬁed and reviewed 68 additional
surveillance studies in the public domain. We included
country progress reports submitted to the UN General
Assembly Special Session on HIV/AIDS (UNGASS). We
obtained data from 82 peer-reviewed publications on
disease burden of HIV in MSM, from 12 of the
68 surveillance reports, and from 38 of 186 country
progress reports submitted to UNGASS in 2010.
Figure 1 shows aggregate HIV prevalence estimates in
MSM by region derived from the comprehensive search
(references in the appendix). Pooled HIV prevalence
ranged from a low of 3·0% (95% CI 2·4–3·6) in the
Middle East and north Africa region to a high of 25·4%
(21·4–29·5) in the Caribbean. The CIs for these pooled
estimates must be interpreted with caution, since they
only account for sampling variation and not the
inherent biases of non-representative samples, and so
undoubtedly underestimate actual variances. Nevertheless, HIV prevalences were relatively consistent across
North, South, and Central America, south and southeast
Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa (all within the 14–18%
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Key messages
• HIV epidemics in men who have sex with men (MSM) are expanding in countries of all
incomes in 2012, and these epidemics are characterised by high HIV burdens,
substantial clustering of infections within networks, and high forces of infection.
• The disproportionate HIV disease burden in MSM is explained largely by the high
per-act and per-partner transmission probability of HIV transmission in receptive anal
sex.
• The molecular epidemiology of HIV in MSM shows substantial clustering of HIV
infection, a high frequency of multiple transmitted variants, and more rapid spread
through networks, challenging vaccine and other biomedical approaches to
prevention.
• If the transmission probability of receptive anal sex was similar to that associated with
unprotected vaginal sex, 5 year cumulative HIV incidence in MSM would be reduced by
80–98%.
• Role reversal in MSMs, whereby individuals practise both insertive and receptive roles,
helps HIV spread by overcoming the low transmission rates from receptive to insertive
partners. Our modelling shows that limiting MSM to either insertive or receptive roles
(50% for each, as in heterosexual networks) reduced 5 year cumulative HIV incidence
by 19–55% in high-prevalence scenarios.
• Casual partnerships are also a substantial driver of the epidemic in MSM. If
unprotected anal intercourse in casual partnerships instead happened within
long-term main partnerships, HIV prevalence would be reduced by 29–51%.

Panel 1: Taxonomies of men who have sex with men, sexual orientation, and
gender identity
Men who have sex with men (MSM) is a term introduced in 1992 to attempt to capture a
range of male–male sexual behaviours and avoid characterisation of the men engaging in
these behaviours by sexual orientation (homosexual, bisexual, heterosexual, or gay) or
gender identity (male, female, transgender, queer).1 MSM includes gay-identiﬁed men,
heterosexually identiﬁed men who have sex with men, bisexual men, male sex workers
who can have any orientation, men engaging in these behaviours in all male settings,
such as prisons, and the rich and wide array of traditional identities and terms for these
men across cultures and subcultures. Biological men who choose female identities are
generally referred to in work on HIV as transgender or transgender women if they have
undergone gender-reassignment surgery. Transgender people born male might share
some biological risks with MSM, most importantly receptive anal intercourse, but their
female gender identity places them in quite diﬀerent categories from MSM; hence they
are not included as a subgroup of MSM in this Series.
Scientiﬁc work suggests that sexual orientation in men represents a lifelong preference
for sexual and romantic partners of the opposite, same, or both sexes.2 MSM is a broader
category and includes non-gay-identiﬁed MSM, those married to women, and other
subgroups who might be more hidden, diﬃcult to reach for surveillance, and less willing
to disclose sexual practices than gay-identiﬁed men, challenging epidemiological
characterisation and HIV responses. This is particularly true in contexts where same-sex
behaviour is stigmatised or criminalised. Nevertheless, MSM has become the standard
term in the work on HIV. We use the term recognising its shortcomings.

range). Comparing HIV infection levels in MSM with
UNAIDS 2009 estimates of general population adult
male HIV prevalence shows that levels in MSM are
substantially higher in every context (ﬁgure 2).18 Most
countries worldwide had not reported HIV rates in the
previous 5 years in MSM, so these are aggregate regional
values of available and present data. Figure 2 depicts HIV
368

prevalence in MSM in countries where prevalence data
could be obtained through peer-reviewed publications,
behavioural surveillance reports, or UNGASS reports.
Figure 3 shows HIV incidence in MSM, which was
available from 27 peer-reviewed publications. Data were
reported from 15 countries overall; reports included nine
from the USA, three from Europe, six from Asia, six from
Latin America, two from Australia, and one from Africa
(Kenya; references in the appendix). Overall incidences
show sustained epidemic patterns, with no evidence of
declines. The two Asian states for which incidence was
available, China and Thailand, both show rising rates of
HIV infection. Kenya, the only African country with an
incidence report, had the very high rate of greater than
20% annual incidence in a selected sample of men who
have sex with men only, in Mombasa.19
These ﬁndings suggest several important patterns for
epidemiology in MSM. First, incidence continues to be
sustained at levels suﬃcient for epidemics in the MSM
population to continue, and, in some settings, expand. The
available incidence data from Thai, Chinese, and Kenyan
samples of MSM suggest these epidemics are in rapid
expansion phases. With only one African incidence report,
it is clear that more work needs to be done to understand
the emerging HIV epidemics in African MSM.
The available epidemiological data must be interpreted
with some caution. Probability and population-based
sampling methods have been important in measuring
HIV epidemics. Demographic and related householdbased survey approaches have helped deﬁne HIV spread
at community levels and provide important denominators for assessment of HIV prevalence and incidence
densities.20,21 These approaches are problematic for hidden and stigmatised populations, and for measures
of socially constrained behaviours. Many of the key
epidemiological and population-based studies of HIV in
developing countries collect no measures of male samesex behaviour, restricting our understanding of this
component of global HIV.11 When MSM risk assessment
has been included, strong social response biases have
often made such assessments unreliable. Size estimation
of the numbers of MSM in any particular population
have also been limited by the hidden nature of these
men, heterogeneity in the populations, and low rates of
participation (panel 2).31,32
These realities have led to many innovations in
sampling, surveillance, and size estimation research in
MSM. Past innovations have included the use of
respondent-driven sampling, with its well described
limitations, venue-day-time sampling, internet-based
sampling, and the use of molecular methods for
biological sampling. Size estimation approaches have
included capture–recapture, multiplier methods, and
the wisdom-of-the-crowd approach.14 Although no single
method or approach is ideal or suﬃcient, the body of
evidence on HIV in MSM is nevertheless substantial
and growing.
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012
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Individual-level risks for HIV acquisition in MSM
have been well documented, and include unprotected
receptive anal intercourse, high frequency of male
partners, high number of lifetime male partners, injection
drug use, high viral load in the index partner, AfricanAmerican ethnic origin (in the USA), and non-injectiondrug use, including use of amphetamine-type stimulants
(ATS).33–35 Recent data suggest individual-level risks might
be insuﬃcient to explain the high transmission dynamics
evident in MSM outbreaks, and that biological, couple,
network-level, and community-level drivers might be
crucial to understand why HIV transmission rates remain
so high in MSM populations.36 These factors might be
crucial to understand why HIV prevalence rates in these
men seem to have increased in the HAART era, both in
settings where HIV epidemics are newly described or
emerging and in settings where MSM have access to a
broad range of HIV services, civil liberties, and organised
and visible community structures.10,37–39 Present understanding of the role of HAART is that new infections
should decline in populations where more people have
reduced likelihood of transmission because of the eﬀect
of HAART on viral load.40
A framework for characterising HIV epidemics in
MSM in wider epidemiological contexts has been
proposed.8 This approach described four epidemiological
scenarios for epidemics in MSM in low-income and
middle-income countries. The ﬁrst, primarily in South
America, was characterised by MSM predominance—
these men were the largest contributors to HIV prevalence in general populations with very low rates of
infection. In the second scenario, which was found in
eastern Europe and central Asia, epidemics in MSM were
within HIV epidemics primarily driven by injection drug
use. Epidemics in MSM during widespread epidemics in
heterosexual people were generally evident in southern
and eastern Africa, and here men had substantial HIV
acquisition risks both from female and male partners.
And ﬁnally epidemic contexts where heterosexual spread,
sex work, MSM risks, and injection drug use were all
contributors to HIV spread were evident in the complex
epidemics of south and southeast Asia.
The role that sex with female partners might have in
HIV risks for MSM has been studied in several
populations. By contrast with widely held views, the data
suggest that men who have sex with men and women
have somewhat lower rates of HIV infection than men
who only report sex with men.41 These men might be
more likely to use condoms with male partners than
other MSM, or they might be less likely to engage in
receptive anal intercourse than men who are willing to
report exclusively male sex partners.41–44
ATS have been widely reported as risk factors mediating
higher risk sexual practices in MSM, including recent
reports from San Francisco (CA, USA)45 and Bangkok
(Thailand).46 San Francisco MSM who self-reported

Figure 1: Global prevalence of HIV in MSM compared with regional adult prevalence reported by UNAIDS, 2010
We obtained prevalence estimates of HIV reported in MSM by country from reports published after 2007 from
studies done during or after 2000. Prevalence in all adults was from UNAIDS 2010.17 We include prevalence
reported from biobehavioural surveillance without methods, sample size, or number positive in the prevalence
map but not regional prevalence estimates. Error bars are 95% CIs. MSM=men who have sex with men.

stimulant use during sex were much more likely to
report serodiscordant unprotected anal intercourse (UAI)
compared with when no drug use.45 In Bangkok, MSM
reporting ATS use increased signiﬁcantly from 3·6% in
the previous three months in 2003 to 17·5% in 2005, and
20·8% in 2007 (p for trend <0·001). HIV prevalence in
this cohort increased from 17·3% in 2003, to 28·3% in
2005, and 30·8% in 2007 (p for trend <0·001).46 Of
595 young MSM in the USA aged 12–24 years, greater
than 10% (64 of 595) reported recent ATS use.47 Young
MSM reporting drug use also reported higher risk sexual
practices including serodiscordant sex, sex with an
injecting drug user, and more sexual partners.47

Seroadaptive behaviours and risks
Seroadaptation, including serosorting and strategic or
seropositioning, are strategies MSM have used as
prevention approaches based on self and partner HIV
status.48 Serosorting refers to choosing HIV-concordant
sex partners, whereas seropositioning refers to a choice of
sex acts based on serostatus. These behaviours have not
been rigorously assessed as HIV prevention approaches,
and some might pose unintended risks for MSM when
partner or sex-act choices reduce condom use.49 It is well
established that people with acute and early HIV infection
are highly infectious, so men with a recent HIV negative
test, yet newly infected, might be risky partners. Deliberate
avoidance of condoms, or barebacking, is also a concern.
Barebacking was deﬁned in 2004 as “intentional
condomless anal sex in HIV-risk contexts”.50 Reports from
US and UK studies, primarily through analysis of internet
barebacking sites, suggested that some MSM, including
men living with HIV, were deliberately seeking anal sex
369
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Eastern Europe and central Asia
6·56 (5·54–7·57)

Western and
central Europe
6·13
(5·31–6·96)

North America
15·35
(14·82–15·98)

East Asia
5·23 (4·88–5·58)

Middle East and North Africa
3·02 (2·42–3·62)

The Caribbean
25·44 (21·35–29·53)

South and southeast Asia
14·74 (14·05–15·42)

<1·0%
Central and
1·0–6·0%
South America
6·1–11·0%
14·89
11·1–15·0%
(14·12–15·66)
>15·0
Data of HIV in MSM collected
but prevalence not reported
No HIV prevalence data for
MSM identiﬁed between 2007–12
No data

Sub-Saharan
Africa
17·73
(16·53–18·92)

Oceania
4·41
(3·00–5·81)

Figure 2: Global HIV prevalence in MSM, from studies published 2007–11
Data are prevalence (95% CIs). Sources listed in the appendix. MSM=men who have sex with men.
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Figure 3: HIV incidence in MSM populations, 1995–2010
Dashed lines represent cohort studies that report only total incidence over the study period. Authors were contacted for yearly incidence but these data were not
provided. MSM=men who have sex with men.

without condoms.51,52 Barebacking in HIV concordant sex
partners was associated with transmission of other
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and with
370

superinfection of HIV-positive MSM—transmissions that
might include drug-resistant HIV variants.53,54 A
2009 meta-analysis of US studies55 identiﬁed that most
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012
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MSM who were aware of their HIV status protected
partners from HIV infection, but that condomless sex was
more common between HIV-positive partners, at some
30% (95% CI 25–36). A consistent ﬁnding across US
studies has been that ethnic minority MSM are less likely
to engage in these risk behaviours than are other MSM.55

Network-level risks
In MSM, sexual-network-level risks can be both
important drivers of HIV spread and key entry points for
the delivery of interventions.56–58 Larger networks can
provide more opportunity for exposure to varied sexual
practices and HIV-positive potential partners. In a study
of Australian MSM,59 the number of reported anal sex
partners was higher with increased size and decreased
network density (odds ratio [OR] 0·014, 95% CI
0·002–0·008). Larger sexual networks have also been
associated with increased reporting of UAI in MSM in
Shanghai, China.60,61 These ﬁndings are consistent with
studies of US MSM where social networks have been
associated with a greater number of male partners
(p=0·03) and transactional sex (p=0·0009).62 These
network-level risks might have particularly important
roles for ethnic and racial minority MSM communities,
including black MSM in Canada, the UK, and the USA.47

Structural risks
Structural factors can also mediate risks for HIV
acquisition and transmission in MSM. Although structural risk factors are the least studied of risk factors for
HIV in epidemiological assessments, they are relevant
targets for prevention in many contexts.37 In many highincome settings, ethnic and racial minority MSM carry a
disproportionate burden of HIV.63 These issues are
explored in the ﬁfth report in The Lancet HIV in MSM
Series,64 which shows that the increased burden of disease
is not explained by higher risk sexual practices in these
men.65,66 Rather, black MSM seem to have higher rates of
untreated STIs (OR 1·64, 95% CI 1·07–2·53), and HIVpositive black MSM are less likely to be aware of their
serostatus and less likely to be taking antiretrovirals
(0·43, 0·30–0·61) compared with white MSM.63,67,68 Since
antiretroviral use and access is low in black MSM, we
would expect mean community viral load to be higher in
sexual networks in black MSM compared with those in
white MSM. Also, higher rates of untreated STIs within
these sexual networks would facilitate transmission in
cases of similar levels of condom use. Higher prevalence
of STIs and undiagnosed HIV infection are markers of
suboptimum access to health care.69 The lack of access to
clinically competent and appropriate health care has also
been noted to reduce HIV-related health-seeking
behaviour in African MSM. In a study of MSM in
Botswana, Malawi, and Namibia,70 any interaction with
health care was associated with MSM reporting fear of
seeking health care (2·6, 1·6–3·9), having been denied
health-care services (6·4, 2·5–16·1), and having been
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012

Panel 2: Sampling, biases, and innovations for MSM HIV surveillance and research
In earlier years of the HIV epidemic, non-probability methods such as convenience and
snowball sampling were commonly used for research and surveillance in men who have
sex with men (MSM), injecting drug users, and sex workers.22 In convenience sampling,
study participants are drawn from segments of the population accessible to researchers.
During snowball sampling, individuals are asked to refer their peers with similar risk
characteristics. Both methods are subject to selection bias and study results cannot be
generalised. However, over the past two decades substantial progress has been made in
creating alternative sampling frames that allow random sampling and can yield
probability estimates of hard-to-reach population variables. Venue-day-time (VDT)
sampling uses a sampling framework based on counts of venue visits of populations of
interest (from MSM venues such as bars, clubs, saunas, and others) in speciﬁed
timeframes.23 First, VDT units are randomly or otherwise selected, with subsequent
random or other sampling of venue attendees for study purposes. Data obtained need
adjustment for clustering eﬀects and must be weighted for the frequency of venue
attendance of enrollees.23
Respondent-driven (RD) sampling elaborates on traditional snowball sampling with
several mathematical procedures.24 Although the sampling of participants is non-random,
investigators have suggested that study results become generalisable when a sample
reaches a speciﬁc equilibrium state, such that distributions on key variables of interest
remain stable despite accrual of additional participants.25,26 At this equilibrium point,
additional waves of recruitment will no longer change or add to the demographic
composition of samples. Since RD sampling will generally oversample people with large
network sizes, data should be weighted for individual network sizes of participants.25,26
More recently, the internet has provided ample opportunities to access and research
previously hard-to-reach and hidden populations in relative privacy and anonymity. Both
VDT and RD sampling and several other methods and approaches are being adapted at
present for use via the internet.27–30 Nevertheless, the fundamental problems of research in
hard-to-reach populations at risk for HIV infection remain, such as the absence of proper
sampling frames, the lack of probabilistic sampling methods, and the resultant restricted
generalisability of study ﬁndings.

blackmailed (2·1, 1·4–3·2).70 Decreases in health-seeking
behaviour because of human rights abrogation have also
been reported from Lesotho, Senegal, and South Africa.71–73

Biological factors
The biology of anal sex, the gut tropism of HIV-1,74 and
the practices and behaviours associated with anal sex,
might at least partly explain the high transmission
eﬃciency of HIV infection for this practice. A recent
systematic review and meta-analysis of HIV transmission
risks in anal sex24 reported a 1·4% per-act probability
(95% CI 0·2–2·5) of transmission for anal sex and a
40·4% per-partner probability (6·0–74·9).24 Per-act
probabilities did not diﬀer for MSM or heterosexual anal
sex. The 1·4% per-act probability is roughly 18-times
greater than that which has been estimated for vaginal
intercourse.75 This review also noted that per-partner
risks for infection were similar for people reporting
exclusive unprotected receptive anal intercourse and
both unprotected receptive and insertive anal intercourse—common behavioural patterns for most MSM
worldwide. Only self-reporting of exclusive unprotected
371
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insertive anal intercourse had lower, but still substantial,
per-partner risks: 21·7% (0·2–43·3).24
In addition to the high per-act and per-partner
probability of infection noted in receptive anal sex, the
likelihood that signiﬁcant proportions of MSM engage in
both receptive and insertive anal sex might have a crucial
role in enhancing the eﬃciency of HIV spread within
MSM networks, as opposed to heterosexual ones.75,76 In
networks of heterosexual spread, insertive and receptive
roles are biologically determined and transmission
probabilities from women to men might be lower, and
can be reduced further with male circumcision. For
MSM, uniquely, the relatively low HIV acquisition
probability for insertive anal sex can be overcome in
MSM populations since individual MSM can become
infected through receptive sex and then transmit through
insertive sex. It might also be relevant that substantial
proportions of MSM—including high-risk subsets such
as young MSM, men who use stimulants or alcohol with
sex, and MSM who trade or sell sex—might have more
partners than is common in other sexually active groups.4
High rates of acute HIV infection in MSM might further
drive incidence, since acute and recently infected people
can be more infectious.77 And male dyads might have
substantial rates of extra-dyadic sex partners.34
STIs have also been associated with biological risk for
HIV infection in MSM, notably syphilis and infection with
herpes simplex virus type 2, and more recently, anal
infection with human papillomavirus.78 For MSM,
oropharyngeal and anal STIs can also be associated with
HIV infection. Infection with hepatitis C virus is also
sexually transmitted between men, and might be facilitated
by HIV co-infection in MSM.79 The hidden and stigmatised
nature of male same-sex behaviour in many settings might
limit access to STI treatment and care for MSM and
exacerbate the biological role of undiagnosed and untreated
STIs.70 Higher rates of undiagnosed and untreated syphilis
have been reported,63 and associated with the substantially
higher rates of HIV infection noted in US black MSM.63
Fear of discrimination and blackmail has been associated
with reducing willingness to seek care for STIs in MSM in
a three-country study in southern Africa.70
Adult-male circumcision has been shown to reduce
men’s risk of acquiring HIV infection from women by
roughly 60% in three African trials.80–82 The epidemiological evidence for circumcision and HIV risk in MSM
has been inconsistent.83,84 This is presumably because
receptive anal intercourse, where a man’s own circumcision status is irrelevant, has such a higher per-act
transmission probability than anal or vaginal insertive
sex.24 MSM who engage only in insertive sex with other
men are a minority, but such practice might plausibly
lower their risk of HIV acquisition if circumcised. No
trial of circumcision in MSM has been done. One large
prospective study in MSM in the USA85 recorded lack of
circumcision associated with incident HIV infection
after adjustment for sexual practices and substance use
372

(adjusted OR 2·0, 95% CI 1·1–3·7), but a large study of
black and hispanic MSM in the USA did not identify any
protection in circumcised MSM.86 The Sydney Health in
Men cohort study87 also did not identify diﬀerences in
HIV acquisition by circumcision status in homosexual
men.87 In a subsequent analysis of these data assessing
men with higher insertivity ratios (a higher proportion of
reported insertive sex) a slight protective eﬀect was noted
for circumcision.88 In the only African study of
circumcision status and HIV risk in MSM,89 the
investigators reported lower HIV prevalence in
circumcised MSM (adjusted OR 0·2, 95% CI 0·1–0·2);
however, most also reported female sex partners.

Molecular epidemiology of HIV-1 in MSM
Recent reports from molecular epidemiology, phylodynamic studies, and HIV virology are providing insights
into transmission and acquisition risks for MSM,
transmission dynamics in MSM networks, and
challenges to HIV prevention for these men. In a
2008 report on HIV transmission dynamics across the
city of London,38 episodic bursts of transmission in large
linked clusters were identiﬁed as characteristics of
transmission within MSM populations.38 About 25% of
all HIV infections in MSM were linked to one of several
clusters. Later work noted that only 5% of infections in
UK heterosexuals were similarly linked, and that
infections were spreading much more slowly within
heterosexual networks than homosexual ones.90 Investigators who used single-genome ampliﬁcation and a
model of viral evolution in a cohort of acutely infected
US MSM91 noted that MSM were more than twice as
likely as heterosexually exposed people to be infected
with multiple HIV viruses (p=0·042). They also reported
on the other available studies (n=5), which showed that
this substantially higher rate of multiple-variant transmission held for MSM compared with heterosexual
samples (p=0·008), and that 38% of acutely infected
MSM had multiple variants. The investigators attributed
this higher rate to the epidemiological risks these men
reported: receptive anal intercourse with many partners
and the diﬀering anatomical and immunohistological
characteristics of the male and female genital tracks
and the lower gastrointestinal tract.91 Greater genetic
variation in infection, faster spread in networks, and
clustering of HIV infections in high-transmission bursts
are clearly features of real relevance for understanding
the epidemiology of HIV in MSM.
Figure 4 shows the results of a HIV-1 molecular
epidemiology search in MSM (search strategy in
appendix). HIV-1 subtype data were available for MSM
samples in 14 countries, including at least three in Africa,
the Americas, Asia, and western Europe. For North and
South America, and for western Europe, subtype B
continues to predominate in MSM (ﬁgure 4). This seems
to be the case despite many reports of increasing non-B
subtype variants in heterosexual transmission cases in
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012
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Europe, largely attributable to HIV cases in African
migrant populations to Europe.90,92 Several reports from
Europe, the UK, and the USA noted high levels of
clustering of MSM sequences, suggesting dense
networks of spread.38,90,91 Clustering of infections has
been signiﬁcantly associated with visiting bath houses,93
group sexual exposures,91 homosexual versus heterosexual network membership,94,95 and younger age.95
For Africa, where data were restricted to Kenya, Senegal,
and South Africa, the mix of HIV variants in MSM
seemed similar to those variants circulating in the wider
population of those at risk in each country, which
suggested local spread.96,97 In the multiethnic MSM
population of Cape Town (South Africa) and surrounding
township communities, an early segregation of HIV
subtypes by race and risk group was reported in the 1980s,
with B-clade infection recorded in white gay men, and
C-clade infections in African heterosexual populations.
This segregation seems to have changed. Reports on
subtypes in Cape Town MSM identiﬁed clade-C variants
in 92% of black MSM, 69% of so-called Cape Coloured
MSM, and 36% of white MSM, suggesting substantial
bridging across these populations.97
For Asia the situation is somewhat more complex.
Subtype B predominated in Mongolia, in Beijing in 2007,
and in Taiwan,93,98,99 but more recent reports from China
suggested an increase in non-B-clade infections in MSM
with an increase in the CRF01_AE subtype predominant
in southeast Asia.100 In Thailand and in Singapore, the
CRF01_AE virus predominates in all populations, and
also accounted for most infections in MSM.95,96 Although
subtype C predominates in India, there have been no
recent reports that disaggregated HIV variants by risk
group for that large population.

Taken together, these notably incomplete ﬁndings
suggest several patterns for MSM. First, in the northern
hemisphere, and in the Americas overall, subtype B
continues to predominate in MSM and to circulate with
substantial clustering in large MSM networks. In Africa
and Asia, outbreaks in MSM seem more embedded within
wider epidemic contexts, with the subtypes in MSM
generally related to the diversity of epidemic contexts, with
some variation in proportions of infections by risk category.

Modelling HIV risk in MSM
We developed a stochastic agent-based network simulation
model of HIV transmission to show the size of some key
drivers of HIV epidemics for MSM discussed above
(details given in the appendix). These drivers include the
high per-act transmission rate for anal sex relative to
vaginal sex; the unique ability for MSM to be role versatile
within high-transmission acts; and the existence of high
numbers of partners within a subset of the population.
The model thus shares some goals of previous work
(Goodreau SM, unpublished), but extends it into a much
more detailed modelling framework for both the
underlying biology and behaviour. This framework was
originally developed and parameterised for the Prevention
Umbrella for MSM in the Americas (PUMA) project
(Goodreau SM, unpublished). Since some of these are
inherent to MSM, the model is not meant to be an explicit
representation of any speciﬁc intervention. Rather, it is
structured as a counterfactual experiment—eg, if anal sex
were as infectious as vaginal sex, with all other things
being equal, how much smaller would the HIV epidemic
be in speciﬁc populations of MSM? Country-speciﬁc
model inputs include demographics: sexual behaviours
within main and casual partnerships, circumcision
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Figure 4: Molecular epidemiology of HIV subtypes in MSM, 2007–11
Study details and references in the appendix. MSM=men who have sex with men. *Proportions by subtype not reported. †Proportions for all samples, MSM proportions not reported.
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Reduction in 5 year cumulative incidence relative
to baseline (%)

prevalence, testing frequencies, and existing treatment
levels. The model was ﬁrst parameterised with multiple
datasets from urban USA (a high-income country) and
urban Peru (a middle-income country). We then considered
additional scenarios in which testing and treatment were
both much less common (both at a third of present levels),
as an attempt to roughly represent the situation in lowincome countries with low access or use of health services
by MSM. We ran all models with an initial prevalence of
15%, similar to worldwide HIV prevalence for MSM. We
repeated the exercise for other initial prevalence values,
with qualitatively similar results (not shown). Initial
population size for all runs was 5000 men in each country.
We computed the cumulative number of infections
over a 5 year period for our baseline model, and for each
counterfactual scenario. We then calculated the fraction
of infections attributable to each factor by comparing
the proportion reduction in cumulative incidence
from baseline to counterfactual. Speciﬁc scenarios we
considered were those in which transmission rates for
unprotected anal sex were lowered to match those for
unprotected vaginal sex; scenarios where all men were
restricted to a speciﬁc role (50% insertive and 50%
receptive); the combination of these ﬁrst two scenarios;
and a scenario where all casual UAI was replaced by an
equal amount of UAI within the setting of new main
partnerships, the duration and UAI frequency for these
new main partnerships matched values noted in the main
partners data, and the number of partnerships added was
that needed to maintain the overall amount of UAI from
baseline. We summarise our ﬁndings in ﬁgure 5.
The greatest reductions were associated with the scenarios
that entailed reducing transmission probabilities to those of
vaginal intercourse; in all settings, this quickly reduced
incidence by greater than 80%, and in some by as much as
98%. This emphasises that the biological factors speciﬁc to
anal sex have a fundamental eﬀect in driving HIV epidemics
Urban USA
Urban Peru
Urban USA, 1/3
testing and treatment
Urban Peru, 1/3
testing and treatment

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Vaginal infectivity

Role segregation

Vaginal infectivity
and role segregation

UAI all in main
partnerships

Figure 5: Agent-based stochastic modelling results for HIV infection in MSM in urban Peruvian and urban US
scenarios
Percent reduction in cumulative incidence for each scenario and location, for runs with 15% initial prevalence. In the
role segregation scenario, all men are assigned ﬁxed and mutually exclusive roles in anal sex, 50% insertive and 50%
receptive, mimicking heterosexual networks. MSM=men who have sex with men. UAI=unprotected anal intercourse.
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in MSM worldwide. The ability of MSM to be role versatile
also predisposes them to large epidemics—removing this
practice so as to mimic a heterosexual population in this
regard reduced incidence by 19–55%, although we recognise
that changing sexual practices on the scale needed to see
these eﬀects is an unrealistic prevention goal. This metric
revealed major diﬀerences by setting, since role versatility is
much more prevalent in US MSM than Peruvian MSM.
The existence of high casual numbers of UAI partners for
some men also facilitates HIV transmission, but to a lower
extent than the speciﬁc biological factors of anal sex, and
about as much as the existence of role versatility. Converting
all casual UAI into the same amount of UAI within longterm main partnerships reduced HIV prevalence by
29–51%. Here too there were regional diﬀerences, with HIV
prevalence dropping more in the high prevalence Peru
scenario than the US one, since a higher proportion of UAI
happens within the context of casual contacts in Peru than
in the USA.

Public health signiﬁcance
Our ﬁndings on the epidemiology of HIV in MSM have
many implications for HIV prevention, treatment, and
care. The second101 and third102 reports in this Series will
address these implications in detail and propose a targeted
set of interventions for prevention for these men. First,
the high transmission probability, high force of infection,
and the potent eﬀect of prevalent HIV infections in
networks clearly suggest that interventions to reduce
infectiousness, such as HAART for HIV-positive MSM,
will probably be essential to achieve control of these
epidemics. Our modelling outputs suggest that even
substantial behaviour change, such as reductions in extraprimary partnerships, would not reduce transmission
frequency enough to control HIV incidence in MSM
networks. Interventions that reduced the probability of
acquisition for men engaging in unprotected receptive
anal intercourse, such as oral pre-exposure prophylaxis,
rectal microbicide, or successful treatment for prevalent
HIV infections, will probably be key. The high burden of
infections in MSM demands more vigorous and
scientiﬁcally informed responses, and the development
and implementation of strategies to address the high
biological risks associated with anal sex.
The molecular epidemiology of HIV in MSM also has
several important implications for public health. An HIV
vaccine based on subtype B (assuming subtypes, as
currently understood, have roles in vaccine design) would
have wide applicability in Europe, North and South
America, and parts of Asia. This reality has already been of
proven use to HIV vaccine trials.85 The CRF01_AE
component, proposed for trials in MSM in Thailand, would
protect against an additional and substantial proportion of
infections in MSM in Asia. The apparent clustering of
transmission events in MSM, the speed with which HIV
can move through MSM networks, and the reported high
heterogeneity of HIV in acute infections in MSM might be
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012
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a challenge to HIV vaccines for this route of exposure. That
daily oral pre-exposure prophylaxis with a combination of
emtricitabine and tenofovir disoproxil fumarate is so far
the only biomedical intervention with evidence for eﬃcacy
in MSM102 suggests that this intervention might address
these dynamics and might eventually be combined with
vaccine strategies. Viral suppression within high-density
networks of MSM might also be an approach ﬁt to the
molecular epidemiology of MSM transmission.
However, the public health importance of our new
understanding might be aﬀected by several important
factors. First, the available data for HIV prevalence and
incidence in MSM remain incomplete, with only one
incidence estimate from Africa, two from Asia, and very
few prospective cohorts of MSM in any setting. More
than 30 years after the discovery of a viral infection in
this population, 93 countries have no available reports on
MSM in the past 5 years. What data we do have are
hampered by the lack of population-based measures of
the prevalence of same-sex behaviours in men, the size
of the populations at risk, and the great diversity of these
populations in diﬀering social, cultural, and political
contexts. Social response biases against reporting some
behaviours, including receptive anal sex, are likely to
aﬀect risk factor assessment.
Improved size estimation approaches are urgently
needed. Encouragingly, these limitations have led to a
range of innovations in epidemiology and are proving of
use to the description of other hidden, stigmatised, or
otherwise hard-to-reach populations.103,104
Other biases in the global evidence base include the
disproportionate urban sampling of MSM populations,
the relative lack of data from the Middle East and north
African region, and the lack of data for adolescents in
sexual and gender minorities, who are systematically
undersampled in most contexts. What data are available
on younger MSM suggest that they are high-incidence
groups in need of targeted interventions, and that waiting
until they are aged 18 years, or older, is, as with girls in
many high-risk transmission contexts, inadequate to
protect them against early acquisition of HIV.105
If HIV infection in MSM is heavily biologically
determined, do present approaches to HIV programming
for MSM, which rely heavily on information, education,
and behaviour change strategies, make sense? The
epidemiology suggests that urgent reform is needed.
Programmes and research eﬀorts need to be informed by
the realities of HIV transmission risks for MSM. The
reduction of those risks will probably need combination
approaches, the use of antiretrovirals for both treatment
and prevention, and much greater understanding of why
these men, their networks, and their communities,
continue to bear such heavy burdens of HIV. HIV remains
uncontrolled in MSM in 2012. This reality demands
reinvigorated eﬀort, new approaches grounded in biology
and epidemiology, and concerted eﬀort to reduce the
structural risks that aid and abet HIV spread in these men.
www.thelancet.com Vol 380 July 28, 2012
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